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FISHING

Fly rod hunting

Dry fly fishing in South America isn’t traditional fly fishing

By Paul Hoobyar
For The Register-Guard

I had just bashed into my own finery. But I felt like a king.

I had just bashed into my own finery. But I felt like a king. I was standing in front of a large mirror, admiring myself in my new fly fishing gear.

Paul Hoobyar is a fly fishing guide in Patagonia.

OCOTRANS OFFERS a fly fishing guide in Patagonia.

The headwaters of the Alumine Tributary, which lead into the Alumine River in Patagonia. The Alumine River is a popular destination for fly fishing in Patagonia.

Paul Hoobyar holds a brown trout during a fishing excursion in Patagonia.

SKIING

Ochocos offer diverse cross-country fun

By Mark McDonal
The (Bend) Bulletin

At Bandit Springs Sno-park, away from the crowded Bend sno-parks, trails range from easy to difficult.

Mark Revenaugh for The Register-Guard

A wintery scene at Bandit Springs Sno-Park near Bend. Crust-crusing on classic Nordic ski is always thrilling.

Mark Revenaugh for The Register-Guard

FESTIVAL OF BIRDS SET

A Nestucca kayak tour, Three Capes scenic loop drive and pioneer forest trails are the featured excursions during this year’s Birding & Blues Festival in Pacific City on April 29-May 1. Top birding experts will lead field trips to popular viewing sites and teach identification to budding birders. Topics and activities include a behind-the-scenes nature walk, seabird watch, an evening owl search and, of course, blues concerts. Keynote speaker will be John Marzluff, professor of wildlife science at the University of Washington. Festival registration opens today. For more info, visit www.birdsandblues. org.

PCT PHOTOS ON DISPLAY

Photographs depicting the Pacific Crest Trail, which spans 2,650 miles between Mexico and Canada, are on display in a new exhibit at the University of Oregon School of Law. The images, in color and black and white, were captured over a 20-year period by photographer Edward Pabor, a 1980 UO grad. The exhibit can be found on the second floor atrium of the law school, where a reception will be held from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Friday.

LECTURE ON SEA LIFE SET

The diverse species of whales, dolphins and porpoises found off the Oregon Coast will be explored in a lecture at 7 p.m. Saturday at the Cape Perpetua Visitor Center, three miles south of Yachats. The discussion, a prelude to the March 26-28 Whale Watching Festival, will be led by Joy Peterson, president of the Oregon Chapter of the American Cetacean Society.

OCEAN LIFE INSIDE

Comics C3-C4
Puzzles C5
TV listings C6
'Space Men' goes pre-NASA

Show documents early space exploration by U.S.

Buzzworthy
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The river, and its fish, is at the risk of being forced by a dam, an arid, high desert plac- e, a place where there is more water than there is land, and where the water is used, and the land is used by a great number of people, who for the most part have no idea how to use the water in a way that is beneficial to everyone.

Alleviating beaches, laps- ing water as salmon are moving through, or debris by floating down the river, helps reduce the high volume of debris that can flood the river in a short amount of time, causing serious problems for the fish.

Following the river itself:

The river itself flows quite calmly, with a slight rise ever crossing over several Class-IV rapids and gliding over colo- nized sandbars, a place of ex- pression of native trout habitat.

The Alumine’s almers have explored the river since its origin, finding the right spots to set up temporary residence. The river is a community’s main source of food, and the fish need to be protected.

The Alumine’s river is experiencing conditions that are familiar to the U.S. in the sense that the water is used and the river is navigated by the human population for its resources. The river is a place of community effort, and the fish need to be protected.

Fishing the Alumine River:

There were several fishing condi- tions that were familiar to the U.S. in the sense that the water is used and the river is navigated by the human population for its resources. The river is a place of community effort, and the fish need to be protected.

Monitors and habitat:
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The Alumine’s almers have explored the river since its origin, finding the right spots to set up temporary residence. The river is a community’s main source of food, and the fish need to be protected.